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SAW CUT COVER 

Victory Bear’s Saw Cut Cover is a 

coextruded PVC temporary joint filler 

that quickly and easily protects and 

seals saw cut joints in casting slabs. 

The Saw Cut Cover’s flexible fins 

eliminate concrete seepage into saw 

cut joints, which can cause unwanted 

defects in the surface of the wall panel. 

Victory Bear has Saw Cut Cover 

options to cover joints ranging from 

1/16” to 1/4” wide. 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 

The Best of Both Worlds 

Victory Bear’s combination of rigid and flexible PVC 

aids in function and ease of use. Its rigid structure 

makes it easy to install compared to completely 

flexible brands. The flexible fins ensure a secure fit 

in imperfect saw cuts, and a tighter seal against the 

slab than with completely rigid varieties. 

Save Time and Labor 

The Victory Bear Saw Cut Cover’s ease of use makes it the 

perfect labor-saving choice. Installs quickly and easily to protect 

the control joints in your casting slab. Plus, its tight seal 

eliminates ridges in the concrete wall, saving you hours of costly 

grinding time and labor. 
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Part Number Part Name Pieces Per Box Ft. Per Box 
Range of Saw Cut 

Width 

872 Saw Cut Cover 1/16” 100 800 1/16”-1/8” 

862 Saw Cut Cover 100 800 1/8”-1/4” 

SEE THE VICTORY BEAR DIFFERENCE 

Victory Bear’s Saw Cut Cover eliminates the costly 
time and labor that would be otherwise needed to 
grind away and patch wall surface defects from 
unprotected saw cut joints. 

Victory Bear’s original coextruded design—a rigid 
skeleton with soft PVC fins—makes for a much 
more user-friendly, highly functional product. 
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